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About The Texts
    In the opening moments of the text of “Fugue,” selections of which tie together this production, a woman’s alienation emerges in a quiet sentence describing a dinner she’s prepared: “I made steak and green beans and homestyle potatoes and even clipped two red roses from the bush in the backyard; they stand in the vase between us which is clear so I can watch the stems drift in the water as he speaks.” The lone semicolon here serves as a tiny fishhook that sinks into the reader’s flesh, evoking the aching chasm between the reality of the woman’s life and the passion for which she hungers. One of the numerous mysteries and delights of Aimee Bender’s story collection, The Girl in the Flammable Skirt, resides in our being made to feel that our bodies, our skins, are as important to the reading process of this particular work as are our eyes and brain. Though never previously adapted to the stage, the material serves as a catalyst for rich, erotically charged imagery as powerful as Bender’s prose. It’s a body-centered aesthetic that by its very nature takes you deep within a character, deftly playing the music of the sexual hunger in order to reveal a full array of poetically expressed emotional and physical truths. As the author said in an interview with the online magazine Bold Type: “Everything a human experiences happens on the body. That’s enough setting for me.”
    For instance, the female narrator of “Fell This Girl” tells us volumes in a brief account of events at a party: “I am wearing a short skirt that flows, a shirt with a scoop neck and I am luscious. I meet a man at this party who… has shaggy red hair, and calluses on his fingers from construction, or guitar or golf.” The reader participates in the tactile drama of the characters in advance, adding texture to the experience of their inevitable conjoining.
    One of the less-familiar tracks of the Beach Boys’s 1966 Pet Sounds album (a work that, similar to Flammable Skirt, inhabits then subverts its form) contains the lyrics: “Don’t talk / Take my hand and listen to my heart.” It’s perhaps not too farfetched to liken a book of short stories to a pop album. If so, Bender’s debut collection, The Girl in the Flammable Skirt, is like the mature work of a seasoned singer-songwriter, who knows just how densely (or sparsely) to pack a song for maximum emotional effect.
    We hope you enjoy the cuts we’ve selected.
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